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Clear skies
for morning
meteor shower
give way to
rain Tuesday
By MEGAN OSBORNE

THE PARTHENON
The National Weather
Service has reported one
rainy day expected amongst
a week of sunny and warm
spring weather.
Tuesday will likely bring
thunderstorms, mostly before 2 p.m., and a chance
of showers before 3 p.m.
Chance of precipitation is
70 percent. Clouds are expected to dissipate in the
late afternoon, and skies will
become mostly sunny. Winds
are expected to reach speeds
between 6 and 14 mph with
possible gusts up to 25 mph.
Temperatures will reach a
high near 70 degrees, and
may drop to a low near 39
degrees at night. Night skies
are expected to be mostly
clear.
The Lyrid meteor shower
will peak early Tuesday
morning, according to NASA.
Viewers can expect to see
up to 15 meteorites an hour.
The moon is expected to be
bright, as it will be in the
waxing gibbous phase, and
may impede the visibility of
the meteor shower.

See WEATHER | Page 5

Alpha Chi
offering lunch
for Huntington
domestic
violence shelter
By MORGAN M. SWITZER

THE PARTHENON
Alpha Chi Omega will offer two slices of pizza, chips,
a drink and a piece of pie
for $5 5-8 p.m. Thursday to
raise money for BranchesDomestic Violence Shelter in
Huntington.
The event will take place at
the sorority suite, located on
the corner of 20th Street and
Fifth Avenue.
Katy Mason, vice president
of philanthropy for Alpha Chi
Omega, said the sorority has
never had this type of fundraiser before.
“We have not done this
particular fundraiser before,
but we do things to fundraise
for Branches every semester,” Mason said. “We are
excited to test out the water
and do a fundraiser that no
one else has done before.”
Alpha Chi Omega’s national
philanthropy is domestic violence awareness, and Mason
said that providing Branches
with everything it needs is
particularly important in a
college town.

See PIES | Page 5
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American Meb Keflezighi wins the 118th Boston Marathon, a year after deadly bombings, near the Marathon finish line in Boston, Monday. Keflezighi is the first American male to win since 1983.

Californian wins Boston Marathon
First American wins since 1983, race rebounds one year after bombing.
By MICHAEL MUSKAL
and TINA SUSMAN

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Californian Meb Keflezighi
became the first American since
1983 to capture the men's division of the Boston Marathon, as
the city that was knocked to its
knees by two bomb blasts last
year rebounded Monday.
Keflezighi, who began running as a student in San Diego
and became a U.S. citizen after an award-winning stint at
UCLA, hung on to win the men's
division in 2:08:36. He fought
to hold his lead as the racers
tore down Boylston Street at
the finish.
At the award ceremony, Keflezighi cried as he held the
trophy, his head decorated with
the symbolic laurels wreath.
Rita Jeptoo won the women's
title in record time, capturing
back-to-back championships
in a race showcasing the city's

resilience. Jeptoo won the
race going away, becoming the
seventh woman to win three
marathon crowns. Her time
was 2 hours, 18 minutes and 57
seconds. The previous course
record was 2:20:43.
The crowd, which had been
cheering since the early morning, got progressively louder
as elite runners crowded the
finish line. They were especially loud as members of the
National Guard in fatigues
sprinted
down
Boylston.
Mark Donnellan watched the
award ceremony and said he
was happy with the result,
especially with an American
winning.
"It makes me feel patriotic,"
he said.
He was standing at the same
spot, near the Forum Restaurant, where he stood last year
to watch his son, also named
Mark, cross the finish line about

a minute before the explosions.
He said the crowds were about
the same size. They were determined to return.
"It's irrational to be afraid,"
said the younger Mark, 27, who
did not run this year.
The sky was sunny and
slightly on the cooler side, good
for the almost 36,000 runners
who intended to brave the
grueling 26.2 miles from Hopkinton, Mass., to downtown
Boston. For almost a week,
the city has been the scene of
memorials and tributes designed to commemorate the
horror of last year's bombings,
remember the dead, praise first
responders and seek emotional
renewal.
By about 10:45 a.m. EDT,
the first finisher, one of the
mobility-impaired participants,
crossed the finish line. The elite
women, who set a blistering
pace, were approaching the

halfway point, and the elite men
were more than a quarter into
their race. The bulk of the runners was starting in three other
waves, with the last to step off
at 11:25 a.m. EDT _ about 35
minutes before the elite runners were likely to cross the
finish line.
Participants and spectators
also voiced a sense of defiance in the face of last year's
bombing. During a memorial
last week, Vice President Joe
Biden caught that mood, telling the audience, "We own the
finish line!"
Many racers will try to get
to the finish line at 2:49 p.m.
EDT, the exact moment two
bombs went off about 12 seconds apart on April 15, 2013.
Security was tight Monday,
with thousands of uniformed
police, hundreds of plainclothes officers and about 100
video cameras along the route

to monitor the spectators,
expected to reach 1 million
_ twice the usual number of
people who visit Boston for
the annual race on Patriots
Day.
Officials asked people not to
bring backpacks _ last year's
bombs were hidden in backpacks _ but insisted the race
would be safe.
Just a year ago, Boston and
its suburbs were traumatized
by the explosions and the days
of the manhunt that closed
down one of the nation's highprofile metropolitan areas for
a day.
The bombs, located about
200 yards apart on Boylston
Street, turned the finish line
area to chaos. Relatives, spectators and first responders
rushed to aid the fallen. Dead
were Krystle Campbell, 29; Lu
Lingzi, 23; and Martin Richard, 8.

Tri-State Literacy Council works to improve adult literacy
By JOSEPHINE E. MENDEZ

COPY EDITOR
Imagine an adult who can not
read his or her child a bedtime
story, obtain a high school diploma or even apply for a job,
all because he or she is unable to
read.
According to the West Virginia
Department of Education, West
Virginia is ranked 33rd on the
lowest percentage of adults at
Level 1 literacy. People at Level
1 have difficulty performing everyday tasks such as locating an
intersection on a street, reading and comprehending a short
newspaper article or calculating
total costs on an order form.
The WVDE also reported that
19 percent of the adult living in

Cabell County read at a Level
1. More than 30 years ago this
problem was recognized by
concerned residents who went
on to form the Tri-State Literacy Council.
The TSLC is a volunteer organization whose mission is
to raise the literacy levels of
adults. It does so with tutors
who work one-on-one with
adult learners to meet each
learner’s goal.
Emily Warder, director of
TSLC, said some of the goals set
up by the adult learners include
finding employment, passing
the High School Equivalency
Exam and being able to read
to their children or help with
homework.

“A lot of the poverty and a lot of isolation
in the community is due to low literacy.”
-Emily Warder, TSLC director
“A lot of the poverty and a lot
of isolation in the community
is due to low literacy,” Warder
said. “It is a fundamental need
but it can make a huge impact
in someone’s life, in the family’s life and in the community.
If you increase literacy you
will also increase community
engagement.”
All materials and services
provided by the TSLC are
free to the adult learners.
Tutors support the TSLC on

279563
MARSHALL CAREER SERVICES

a volunteer basis and must
also take a 12-hour basic literacy training course, where
they learn various strategies and techniques to help
adult learners improve their
literacy.
The TSLC is able to offer its
services for free because of
sponsors like the United Way
of the River Cities, the Cabell
County Public Library, the West
Virginia Adult Basic Education
of Cabell County and several

other donations from members
of the community.
One of the biggest contributors to the TSLC is the United
Way of the River Cities, which
donates about $20,000 to the
TSLC every year. Although
funding from the UWRC varies from year to year, Warder
said the TSLC has been a proud
partner of the UWRC for more
than 20 years.
“The United Way is very fair,”
Warder said. “As long as we
can show that we are making
an impact with the money that
they give us, we hope that we
will continue being a funded
partner.”

See LITERACY | Page 5
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Calif. teen
Household rat poison linked to
survives after
death and disease in wildlife
stowing away on
flight from San
Jose to Hawaii
By MARK GOMEZ
and ROBERT SALONGA

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (MCT)
Authorities say a 16-year-old
Santa Clara boy is “lucky to be
alive” after he ran away from
home, clandestinely scaled a
fence at Mineta San Jose International Airport, and hid inside
the wheel well of a plane flying
from California to Hawaii in a
case that has raised immediate
questions about airport security beyond the terminals.
A congressman who serves
on the Homeland Security
committee said the startling
episode was a reminder of how
significant gaps still exist even
in an era of ultra-tight airport
security that has been in place
for a dozen years.
“I have long been concerned
about security at our airport
perimeters. #Stowaway teen
demonstrates vulnerabilities
that need to be addressed,”
tweeted Rep. Eric Swalwell,
D-Calif.
Airport spokeswoman Rosemary Barnes said the airport’s
security program “meets and
exceeds all federal requirements” and works closely with
the Transportation Security
Administration and the San
Jose Police Department. But the
perimeter fence where the boy
trespassed, which was caught
on surveillance video, is monitored by the airport.
“No security program is 100
percent,” Barnes said. “We’re
continuing to review video to
determine where in fact he
was able to scale the section of
fence line, how he was able to
proceed onto a ramp and get
himself into the wheel well of
that aircraft.”
Barnes said the boy, under
“cover of darkness,” climbed
a perimeter fence sometime
between Saturday night and
Sunday morning. He then
walked or ran across the airport ramp and got inside the
wheel well of Hawaiian Airlines
flight 45 that left San Jose at
7:55 a.m. and landed five-anda-half hours later at Kahului
Airport in Maui.
The Hawaiian Airlines gate
is the northernmost gate at
the airport, and the northwest
area of the airport grounds is
not heavily occupied. Barnes
said that overnight, most of the
gates are occupied by planes,
and the first bank of flights
typically depart starting at 6:30
a.m.
Also likely to be under close
examination is the actual fencing that was designed to keep
out intruders.
“It’s typically six feet and
in some sections they’ll put
barbed wire at the top of that,”
Barnes said. “We have 1,050
acres. That’s a lot of fence line.
He could have scaled the fence
line really through any area
here at the airport. It’s very
easy to do so under the cover of
darkness, and it appears that’s
what he did.”
That the boy survived literally puts him rarefied air, as
several similar stowaways in
the past have died from frigid
temperatures, lack of oxygen or
being ejected from the plane as
the landing gear is lowered.
The last known person to
survive as a stowaway in a flight
that long was Fidel Maruhi,
who in 2000 also hitched a ride
in a wheel well from Tahiti to

Scientists recaptured this moutain
lion known as P-22 in late March
after noticing crusting on his hair
and skin. Blood tests showed
exposure to rat poison.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE | MCT

By MARTHA GROVES

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
The mountain lion known as P-22
looked majestic just a few months ago,
in a trail-camera photo shot against the
backdrop of the Hollywood sign.
But when a remote camera in Griffith
Park captured an image of the puma
more recently, it showed a thinner and
mangy animal. Scientists sedated him
and drew blood samples. They found evidence of exposure to rat poisons.
Now, researchers say they suspect a
link between the poisons and the mange,
a parasitic skin disease that causes crusting and skin lesions and has contributed
to the deaths of scores of bobcats and
coyotes. A National Park Service biologist
applied a topical treatment for mange
and injected Vitamin K to offset the effects of poisoning.
The condition of California’s famous
cougar is likely to intensify the debate
over the use of rat poisons in areas of the
state where urban living collides with
nature.
Nearly 20 municipalities throughout California, including San Francisco,
Calabasas and Malibu, have passed resolutions urging residents not to purchase
and businesses not to sell “second-generation” anticoagulant rodenticides, said
Jonathan Evans, a staff attorney with the
Center for Biological Diversity, a nonprofit group based in San Francisco. P-22
was afflicted by two older “first-generation” rat poisons, which he probably
ingested by eating other wildlife.
The maker of d-CON, a leading rat poison, is fighting efforts to ban sales of its

product to consumers, arguing that it is
safe when properly used. The company
contends that by eliminating consumer
access to one type of effective, affordable
rodent control, California runs the risk of
increasing the use of alternative products
that contain powerful — and potentially
more harmful — neurotoxins.
During nearly two decades of research
in and around the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area, park
service scientists have documented
widespread exposure in carnivores to
common household poisons. Of 140
bobcats, coyotes and mountain lions
evaluated, 88 percent tested positive for
one or more anticoagulant compounds.
Scores of animals are known to have died
from internal bleeding, researchers said.
The poisons also affect protected or
endangered species including golden
eagles, northern spotted owls and San
Joaquin kit foxes.
In wide use in parks, schools and
homes, rat poisons are designed to kill
rodents by thinning the blood and preventing clotting. Many people who set
bait traps do not realize the poisons work
their way up the food chain, researchers
say.
Los Angeles Councilmen Paul Koretz
and Tom LaBonge have asked the city’s
Department of Recreation and Parks to
report on the use of poisons to control
rodents.
In Malibu, activists Kian and Joel
Schulman of the Malibu Agricultural
Society pushed for the local resolution
and have used photos of distressed and
dead animals to successfully lobby store

US launches drone
strikes against al-Qaida
targets in Yemen

By KEN DILANIAN

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
Prompted in part by a
recent video that showed
al-Qaida leaders in Yemen
openly taunting the United
States, the CIA launched lethal drone strikes over the
last three days that marked
a sharp acceleration of the
Obama
administration’s
shadow war against the terrorist group.
Yemeni
officials,
who
said their counterterrorism
forces carried out ground
raids in conjunction with the
drone strikes, said about 55
militants, including some
foreigners, and at least three
civilians were killed.
U.S. officials said Monday
that they have no evidence
that the attacks on alleged

training camps and a convoy
of trucks eliminated fugitive
bomb maker Ibrahim Hassan Asiri, the top American
target in Yemen; or Nasser
Wuhayshi, the head of al-Qaida’s Yemeni branch and its
second-ranking leader.
U.S. officials linked the
three airstrikes to a video
that appeared on a militant
website March 29. It showed
Wuhayshi exhorting dozens of
apparent followers of al-Qaida
in the Arabian Peninsula at an
open-air gathering in southern Yemen’s Abyan province,
the area targeted by two of
the drone strikes.
In a speech to the group,
Wuhaysi made clear that
he was targeting the United
States, saying, “We must eliminate the cross. … The bearer
of the cross is America!”

managers and restaurateurs to stop selling or using rat poisons.
Kian Schulman routinely prowls the
perimeters of shopping centers in search
of broken bait boxes near trash bins
filled with food waste. At her urging,
Pepperdine University phased out the
use of all rodenticides on its Malibu campus. It uses live traps and will consider
installing raptor perches to encourage
natural rodent control, said Rhiannon
Bailard, with the school’s Center for
Sustainability, Governmental and Regulatory Affairs.
The California Coastal Commission this
month approved new planning guidelines for the Santa Monica Mountains
that include a call for stopping the use of
rodenticides. The plan also immediately
bans in unincorporated areas the use of
anticoagulant poisons that are the most
harmful to bobcats, coyotes and mountain lions.
The most sweeping action to date was
taken in March, when the state Department of Pesticide Regulation signaled
plans to halt retail sales of second-generation anticoagulant rodenticides to
consumers. Under the rules, slated to
take effect July 1, only licensed specialists
could purchase and use them.
Reckitt Benckiser Group, which makes
d-CON, is seeking a preliminary injunction against the rules. The company said
the “new regulation will unnecessarily
put Californians at an increased public
health risk from rodent infestation and
place a greater financial burden on families and individuals who cannot afford
professional pest control services.”

“That video was alarming
to people,” a former senior
U.S. diplomat said Monday.
“The visuals were a bit more
than people wanted to see
promoted in terms of their
ability to gather the faithful
and put it all up on YouTube
and thumb their nose” at the
Yemeni government.
The White House and the
CIA declined to comment

page designed and edited by TAYLOR STUCK | stuck7@marshall.edu

Monday, referring questions
to Yemeni officials, whose
accounts were silent on the
American role.
The CIA and the Pentagon’s
Joint Special Operations Command have launched drone
attacks in Yemen. But the
command was ordered to halt
its drone strikes after Yemen’s

See YEMEN | Page 5

Intelligence
chief forbids
unauthorized
talks with
reporters
By JONATHAN S. LANDAY

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
Employees of U.S. intelligence
agencies have been barred
from discussing any intelligence-related matter — even
if it isn’t classified — with journalists without authorization,
according to a new directive
by Director of National Intelligence James Clapper.
Intelligence agency employees who violate the policy could
suffer career-ending losses of
their security clearances or
outright termination, and those
who disclose classified information might face criminal
prosecution, according to the
directive, which Clapper signed
March 20 but was made public
only Monday by Steven Aftergood, who runs the Federation
of American Scientists’ Project
on Government Secrecy.
Under the order, only the
director or deputy head of an intelligence agency, public affairs
officials and those authorized
by public affairs officials may
have contact with journalists
on intelligence-related matters.
The order doesn’t distinguish between classified and
unclassified matters. It covers
a range of intelligence-related
information, including, it says,
“intelligence sources, methods,
activities and judgments.”
It includes a sweeping definition of who’s a journalist,
which it asserts is “any person
… engaged in the collection,
production or dissemination
to the public of information in
any form related to topics of national security.”
The order represents the
latest move by the Obama administration to stifle leaks. It
bolsters another administration initiative called the Insider
Threat Program, which requires
federal employees to report
co-workers who show any of
a broad variety of “high-risk”
behaviors that might indicate
they could be sources of unauthorized releases of classified
or unclassified material.
President Barack Obama
launched the Insider Threat
Program in October 2011 after
Army Pfc. Chelsea Manning,
then known as Bradley Manning, downloaded hundreds of
thousands of documents from
a classified computer network
and sent them to WikiLeaks,
the anti-secrecy group.
The administration redoubled its crackdown after leaks
to news media of classified information about the National
Security Agency’s top-secret
communications data-collection operations by former NSA
contractor Edward Snowden.
Aftergood
said
Clapper’s order could end up
hurting the credibility of the
U.S. intelligence community
by limiting the discussion of
events to what’s approved by
his office. Alternate voices that
might call attention to inaccurate or incomplete statements
will be smothered or dissuaded
from speaking out, Aftergood
said.
“Whether because of deception or error or whatever it
might be, the authorized official
view is not always the right one
and it is usually incomplete,”
Aftergood said.
The U.S. intelligence community already has a substantial
record of issuing inaccurate

See INTELLIGENCE | Page 5
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Another daughter of
Marshall joins Ravens
By SARAH CONNERS

THE PARTHENON
The Baltimore Ravens cheerleading team is gaining another
daughter from Marshall University for the 2014-2015 season.
That new member is Kaila
Thompson, a senior at majoring in sports management and
marketing from Washington
D.C.
Many previous dancers and
cheerleaders from Marshall
have gone on to cheer for the
Baltimore Ravens including Nicolette D. and Whitney J.
Thompson began dancing at
the age of three, competing at
the age of six and continued
until she was 17 and graduating high school. Dancing at
Marshall was always an option
for Thompson, but after making the team, it sealed the deal
that Marshall was where she
wanted to come to school.
“I actually had Marshall on
my list so I never really looked
at other dance teams at other
schools,” Thompson said. “Once
I made the team it kind of
transformed my decision into
coming here.”
In her time at Marshall,
Thompson became captain of
the dance team and made many
memories traveling with the
team and participating in the
Beef ‘O’ Brady’s Bowl as well as
the Military Bowl.
“My favorite memories have
to be winning bowl games. Both
of the ones I went to we won.”
Thompson said. ”It was an awesome feeling just to be able to
go and travel with the team.”
The process of becoming
an NFL cheerleader is in four
steps. First, dancers have to apply and register with the team
to try out, and then compete
against other new dancers in a
preliminary round. Veterans of
the team do not have to try out
during the preliminary round,
but they come in during the
second, leaving the new girls to
compete against the veterans of
the team, who have known the
team as well as the correct style
of dance for seasons prior. The
third round is an interview in
which dancers are asked questions about themselves before

By DEREK MAY

RICHARD CRANK | THE PARTHENON

Kaila Thompson (foreground) performs with the rest of the Marshall dance team at halftime of the Marshall football game against UAB
Nov. 9, 2013.
they are sent to the fourth
round, which is a critique
where they have an idea of
who they want to select for the
team, but a few more things
need to be resolved.
Thompson said she has
known since high school
that she wanted to be an NFL
cheerleader, a career that runs
in the family. She has a sister
and a cousin who are cheerleaders for the Washington
Redskins.
Thompson chose to dance
for the Ravens because of
their style of dancing as compared to the Redskins as well
as the way ttheir organization is run.

“My sister and my cousin
both did Redskins so I kind of
wanted to deviate away from
that a little bit, and I like the
organization better for the
Ravens,” Thompson said. “The
Ravens are a lot more precise
in their dance movements
where the Redskins use a little
more jazz.”
Thompson is beginning
her career with the Baltimore Ravens with nothing
but excitement after talking
to veterans on the team from
Marshall about game day
festivities. She is also ready
to take some of the skills
and experiences she has
learned at Marshall with her

to the NFL, creating relationships with fans and showing
support to the team she is
cheering for.
“What I’m most excited
about is just running through
the tunnel and all the smoke’s
going and they’re getting
ready to start for pregame,”
Thompson said. “Just being
with the fans and everything
just like it was for Marshall,
and it’s just on a bigger stage.
So I just think running out on
the field is what I’m most excited about.”
While at Marshall, Thompson said her main goal was to
work her way up to captain
of the dance team and to be a

leader of the team. Now that
her time at Marshall is ending, she is looking forward to
dancing the enjoyment, and
wherever than enjoyment
goes, Thompson will follow it.
While trying out for the Baltimore Ravens, Thompson said
the key to being an NFL cheerleader is believing in herself.
“The main thing is that if anybody is wanting to try out for
an NFL team, have confidence
throughout the whole thing.
It can be a tough process but
the more self confidence you
have towards the whole process the more they’re going

See THOMPSON | Page 5

Orioles edge Red Sox on Patriot’s Day Botek, Leftwich to speak at
By EDUARDO A. ENCINA

Herd
Baseball
trying to
improve
streak
against
WVU

THE BALTIMORE SUN (MCT)
Fans filled Fenway Park earlier than normal
Monday morning for the Boston Red Sox’s annual Patriots’ Day game.
Helicopters circled overhead, and a long fly
ball from the ballpark, participants ran along
Beacon Street for the stretch run of the Boston
Marathon. Given the events of last year’s marathon bombings, it was a celebration that life in
New England had returned to normal.
The Orioles were obliged to play a part in the
special day, even though it meant a little more
than 12 hours between the end of the ESPN Sunday Night Baseball game and Monday’s 11:05
a.m. start.
The Orioles didn’t show any sign of fatigue
early, jumping on Red Sox right-hander Clay Buchholz for six runs in the third inning. And they
withstood a late rally by Boston for a 7-6 victory
in front of an announced sellout crowd of 37,513
at Fenway Park.
With a split of their four-game series in Boston, the Orioles (9-9) now head to Toronto to
complete a span of 15 straight games against
American League East opponents. Their record
so far in that stretch is 7-5.
Orioles closer Tommy Hunter converted his
fifth save in six opportunities, working out of a
bases-loaded situation and stranding the winning run at second base.
With one out in the ninth and the Orioles clinging to a 7-5 lead, Red Sox third baseman Brock
Holt reached on an infield single to second base,
and Dustin Pedroia doubled high off the Green

Monster. With runners at second and third bases,
the Orioles then walked David Ortiz to create a
double-play situation.
Hunter then forced Mike Napoli to ground out
to second—scoring one run—and then induced
a game-ending groundout by Mike Carp to Chris
Davis at first base.
Even though they had the game in hand, the
Orioles needed some clutch outs from their bullpen as the Red Sox (9-11) placed the tying run on
base in each of the final three innings.
Orioles left-hander Wei-Yin Chen (3-1) lasted
just five innings, allowing three runs—all in the
fifth inning—and four hits with five strikeouts
and three walks.
The Orioles batted around in the third inning, getting seven hits, including six singles off
Buchholz.
The first five hitters of the inning singled
against Buchholz (0-2), including run-scoring
hits by Nick Markakis, Nelson Cruz and Davis
atop the Orioles’ order.
After Adam Jones’ RBI groundout, Steve
Clevenger plated another run on a double that
bounced around in the right-field corner. Clevenger scored on Jonathan Schoop’s RBI single to
put the Orioles up, 6-0.
But just as they did in their 6-5 walkoff win
over the Orioles on Sunday, the Red Sox rallied
from an early deficit.
With two on and one out in the fifth, No. 9 hitter Jackie Bradley hit a ground-rule double to
right field off Chen that scored Boston’s first run.
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Memorial Fountain Ceremony
HERDZONE.COM
Sam Botek, a member of
the Young Thundering Herd
in 1971, and Marshall quarterbacking legend Byron
Leftwich will speak at the
2014 Spring Awakening Memorial Fountain Ceremony
on Saturday at 11 a.m. Botek
will be the featured speaker,
while Leftwich will deliver
the ceremony’s closing
remarks.
Botek, a native of Toledo,
Ohio, was one of Coach Jack
Lengyel’s first recruits. He
graduated in 1975 and went
back to Toledo to work in his
family business, Metropolitan
Distributing Co., and eventually earned the position of

president. He has since retired
from the business and spends
much of his time running the
roads between Toledo and
Huntington, where his son,
Mac Marshall Botek, is a freshman on campus.
Leftwich was named MVP
in three consecutive Marshall
bowl victories -- the Herd’s
25-14 win over Cincinnati in
the 2000 Motor City Bowl;
its furious comeback to a 6461 double-overtime victory
over East Carolina in the 2001
GMAC Bowl; and the 2002
GMAC Bowl triumph over
Louisville, 38-15. His 65.1
percent career completion
percentage still stands as a
school record.

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall baseball team
will travel to in-state rival West
Virginia University for a midweek game Tuesday at Hawley
Field in Morgantown, W.Va.
The Herd and the Mountaineers were supposed to play
earlier in the year on March 18,
but due to inclement weather,
the game had to be postponed.
The second game of the series between the two teams
is scheduled for April 30, in
Charleston, W.Va. at Appalachian Power Park.
Last season the Herd took two
out of the three games against
the Mountaineers. Prior to last
season, the last time the two had
faced each other was in 2008.
Herd sophomore pitcher Caleb
Ross was a transfer from WVU after his freshman year. Due to the
transfer rule, he was unable to
pitch against his former team in
last season’s three games against
the Mountaineers.
“I’m excited to go up there and
hopefully come away with a win,”
Ross said. “It’ll be good to face
some former teammates, but I
have to stay focused and we have
to go up there and play our game
and do what we do best.”
The Herd is coming into the
game with a five game winning
streak, and a lot of momentum
after sweeping in-state opponent WVU Tech in its four game
series last week.
“Last week we were very
solid in the field and we have to
continue that going to Morgantown,” junior infielder Sergio
Leon said. “Our bats have become more solid and we’re
producing runs early and often
so we just have to keep that
rolling.”
Marshall carries an 18-20
overall record and 8-9 in conference play. WVU has a 19-16
record and is 4-7 in the Big 12.
“It’s great to be coming in
with a winning streak,” Leon
said. “It gives our guys the expectation of winning every
time we come to the ball field
ready to play and I’m excited
to see how we capitalize with
this streak coming into the big
week we have.”
After the Herd takes on WVU,
the team will head to UAB for a
three game weekend series beginning Friday.
“We know we can come away
with a win as long as we stay
solid in the field, and pitchers are efficient and throwing
strikes” Ross said. “Pitchers
have done a good job of producing ground balls and pop-ups,
and getting quick outs so our
hitters can get in a rhythm and
get runs on the board.”
First pitch is scheduled for
6 p.m. Wednesday at Hawley
Field.
Derek May can be contacted
at may125@marshall.edu
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EDITORIAL

Not quite captivated in 30 seconds
Introduced in February by NBCUniversal,
#30SecondstoKnow features topics covering various news areas in half a minute
(plus the five second introduction and 15
second advertisement from sole sponsor,
Xerox Corp.) Each clip explains subjects
such as the latest in the NFL (via NBC
Sports) or methods to maximize social security distribution (via CNBC). As shortened
news clips and attention spans take over the
world of news media, it easy to question the
legitimacy of a 30-second video explaining
serious topics.
The brief news segments have inspired
shorter clips to pop up, for example MSNBC’s “15 Second to Know” and VH1’s sort
of preshow to its daily morning show “VH1
Buzz” on the network’s Instagram account,

which brings entertainment news into the
mix.
Opposition to shortened content argues
the illegitimacy of news presented in such
a brief timeframe. Though segments are
somewhat dumbed down news clips without the ability to cram value into bite-sized
chunks, shortened news allows consumption through smaller media.
Young eyes rarely leave the ever-present
handheld screens we keep in our pockets,
and attention spans are rapidly decreasing.
Rather than actively opposing shortened,
more easily consumed segments, networks
should focus on growing mobile news audiences to grab the attention of younger
viewers.
The 15-second clip is ideal for the

social-media-driven society, but networks
will have to find a better way to utilize
brevity as incentive for a young audience.
NBCU’s #30SecondstoKnow fails to meet
the ingenuity standards necessary to capture such shortened attention spans. Not
only does the clip run over the 30-second
mark when combined with an advertisement of virtually the same length, but its
lackluster visual efforts — talking heads
behind a desk and a countdown clock in the
corner of the scene — also prove how little
creativity its creators used.
Though this particular attempt is a bit
depressing, the opportunities it provides
for expansion could be impressive if media
companies learn to utilize social media and
mobile video creatively.

MCT CAMPUS

NATIONAL EDITORIAL

Obama choice for HHS is eminently qualified
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (MCT)
Sylvia Mathews Burwell is eminently
qualified to take over for Kathleen Sebelius
as secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Service. So, naturally, Republicans are lining up to voice opposition to her
nomination.
A graduate of Harvard and Oxford,
Burwell is a veteran of the Clinton White
House and Treasury Department. She has
led global health initiatives at the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation and Walmart
Foundation. She was confirmed as White
House budget director by a 96-0 Senate
vote, and successfully led the effort to substantially reduce the deficit.
Opposing her selection by President
Barack Obama for the HHS job may be the
most glaring example of partisanship so far
this year. And that’s saying something.
Republican senators don’t really object to Burwell. Not in the least. They’re
not talking about her qualifications or her

positions on the issues. Republican leaders
just see it as another opportunity to — yet
again — trumpet their opposition to the Affordable Care Act.
They want to keep health-care reform on
the front burner in the hopes it will sway
voters in November. And they know that
the longer the department goes without
a leader, the harder it will be to successfully implement the next round of reform
challenges.
House Budget Committee Chairman Paul
Ryan of Wisconsin was one of Burwell’s
leading proponents a year ago when Obama
nominated her as budget director: “(She)
has an impressive career in both the public
and private sectors. She has firsthand experience in budgeting responsibility.”
Even now, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
broke from the GOP party line with an
honest assessment: “Sylvia Burwell is an excellent choice to be the next HHS secretary.”
The questions Burwell should be asked

during Senate confirmation hearings
include how she hopes to improve the
federal government’s health-care website before the next round of sign-ups in
November.
She should also explain how she will
persuade health insurance companies and
state regulators to reject rate increases
for 2015. Millions of Americans have been
taken off the roles of the uninsured, and
the rise in medical costs is slowing. That
should equate to stabilization of insurance
costs.
Instead, Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., said, “I hope this is the
start of a candid conversation about Obamacare’s shortcomings.”
Since the Senate changed its rules governing confirmation hearings, Burwell
needs only 51 votes to take assume leadership of HHS and its $1 trillion budget.
So we hope the GOP posturing will be just
that.
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YOU CAN BE HERD
Are you going to the Green and
White Game Saturday

What is your favorite springtime
activity?

Yes
No
I can’t. I have other obligations.

Playing frisbee
Going to the park
Bike riding

11%
67%
22%

Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.

COLUMN

BP oil spill 4 years later
By DAVID YARNOLD

MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS
SERVICE (MCT)
Four years after the largest
offshore oil disaster in U.S. history, scientists are still trying to
come to terms with the toll that
the Deepwater Horizon tragedy
wreaked on the birds, sea life,
waters and habitats of the Gulf of
Mexico. Multitudes of creatures
and habitats were wiped out —
and continue to suffer — but
outrageously, environmental restoration has barely even begun.
And BP — having already
pleaded guilty to criminal negligence — is hard at work delaying
justice.
BP’s strategy is clear: Postpone
the inevitable payments for their
environmental negligence and
instead try to convince you that
they’re being fleeced by two-bit
Louisiana shysters. You’ve seen
those full-page ads, right?
This is a cynical calculation
about the time value of money
— an $18 billion judgment
against BP that happens two
years from now is cheaper than
$18 billion if it were awarded
today. BP has nothing but contempt for the judge and the
court in New Orleans. The U.S.
District Court Judge Carl Barbier has called BP’s continuous
attacks on his rulings “deeply
disappointing.”
Instead of trying to fix what it
broke, BP is spending the fourth
anniversary of the spill — which
killed 11 men — pulling every
legal trick it can to drag out the
court proceedings that will determine how much the foreign
oil giant has to pay to repair the
environmental harm it caused.
BP’s lawyers have played a major
role in delaying the final phase
of federal court hearings in New
Orleans until 2015 — a full two
years from the time the trial began, and nearly five years from
the time of the explosion.
That is not only shameful, it
vividly demonstrates the company’s utter disregard for the
urgency of making reparations
to the damaged environment
and the birds, wildlife, sea creatures and people that depend on
it.
The Deepwater Horizon oil

disaster is the largest violation
of the Clean Water Act in the history of the nation: an estimated
170 million gallons of oil spewed
into the Gulf of Mexico. That’s
roughly 15 times the amount
dumped into Alaska’s Prince
William Sound when the Exxon
Valdez slammed into a reef
25 years ago — another toxic
anniversary.
In the aftermath of the spill,
Congress acted expeditiously to
establish the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council — made
up of representatives of five
states and six federal agencies —
to distribute and oversee the BP
Clean Water Act penalty funds in
the five Gulf States. But now BP
has tied the council’s hands. The
groundwork has been laid for
one of the most significant environmental restoration efforts in
modern times. The most ambitious restoration plans cannot
begin until BP is held accountable and pays under the Clean
Water Act, which was created to
penalize negligent companies for
precisely the kind of disaster as
the Deepwater Horizon spill.
Audubon biologist Melanie
Driscoll recently told veteran
Louisiana reporter Bob Marshall
that the death toll for birds — let
alone the ongoing effects — is
still poorly understood, but that
the number could be in the six
figures.
BP has agreed to pay reparations to the families of the men
who died in the explosion, it has
paid off some businesses and
individuals for some of their economic loss, and it paid for the
immediate cleanup of the visible
oil spilled, as it was required to
do under U.S. law. It has pleaded
guilty to 14 criminal counts
ranging from lying to felony
manslaughter. But BP has not
contributed a dime for the largest violation ever of the Clean
Water Act, the money most vital
to environmental reparations.
The Justice Department has to
press on in the face of BP’s callous and cynical machinations.
Nothing less than full accountability under the law — and as
quickly as possible — will qualify as anything close to justice for
what BP did.

GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They
must be saved in Microsoft
Word and sent as an attachment. Longer letters may be
used as guest columns at the
editor’s discretion. Guest column status will not be given at
the author’s request. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be
printed at the discretion of the
editors.
The opinions expressed in
the columns and letters do
not necessarily represent the
views of The Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@
marshall.edu. Please keep
in mind, letters are printed
based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.
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Veterans bike through Vietnam
to help heal wounds of war

DREW BROWN | MCT

Wounded Afghanistan and Iraq war veterans Gabe Monreal, Yancy Baer and Chris Rosebrock set off March
31, from Da Nang, Vietnam on a six-day, 320-mile cycling trip to raise money for Vietnam veterans who
want to return to Vietnam for the first time since the war, but cannot afford to make the trip. They say
Vietnam veterans have been their biggest supporters during their wartime service and rehabilitation,
and now they want to return the favor. Along with one other cyclist not pictured, they raised $170,000 in
corporate sponsorships and private donations for the San Antonio-based group Operation Comfort. The
money will be used to send at least 25 Vietnam veterans back to the country next year.
By CHARLIE REED
and DREW BROWN

MCCLATCHY FOREIGN STAFF
(MCT)
Whenever Army Maj. Yancy
Baer deployed to Iraq and
Afghanistan — and when he
came home the last time in
2009 to face the amputation
of a leg — Vietnam veterans
were always there to greet him
and lend their support.
Baer is now returning the
favor. He and six other cyclists, including three other
wounded Afghanistan and
Iraq war vets, completed a
320-mile journey earlier this
month through the former
battlefields of central Vietnam.
Their mission: to raise
money for Vietnam veterans
who want to return to this
southeast Asian country for
the first time since the war but
can’t afford to make the trip.
“If it wasn’t for Vietnam
vets standing up and lobbying for veterans of Iraq and
Afghanistan, I truly believe
we wouldn’t have the care or
the warm homecoming that
most of us have experienced,”
said Baer, 42, of Choctaw, Okla.
“It’s a shame their generation
didn’t support them the same
way.”
Baer lost his left leg below
the knee after a noncombat injury in Iraq in 2009. He rode on
the bike trip alongside Army
Sgt. 1st Class Gabe Monreal,
who had his left leg amputated
below the knee after a firefight in Afghanistan in 2010.
The two buddies met during
rehabilitation at Brooke Army
Medical Center in San Antonio.
Baer plans to retire soon. Monreal remains on active duty.
“The Vietnam veterans
are doing stuff for us all the
time,” said Monreal, 37, of
Corpus Christi, Texas. “We
are so spoiled. The support is
incredible.”
The cyclists, who rode on
behalf of San Antonio-based
Operation Comfort, raised
$170,000 in corporate sponsorships and personal
donations. The money

will be used to send at least 25
Vietnam veterans back to the
country next year.
The cyclists pedaled up
and down mountains in unforgiving heat and rain, along
winding roads through cities
and villages, rice paddies and
jungles, where the vestiges of
a war that ended 40 years ago
still linger.
Six days later, they ended
their journey April 6 in the
former imperial capital of
Hue, where one of the Vietnam War’s bloodiest battles
was fought in 1968. They flew
home from Hanoi a few days
later.
Thirty riders from the
United Kingdom’s Help for Heroes, some of them veterans of
Iraq and Afghanistan, also participated in the ride.
Among the American contingent were Army Sgt. 1st
Class David “Kaweka” Lau, 39,
of Olympia, Wash., and Capt.
Chris Rosebrock, 28, of Chicago. Their trip coincided with
the day two years ago when a
suicide bomber struck their
foot patrol in Afghanistan, severely wounding both men.
The blast killed three other
American troops, five Afghan
police officers, an interpreter
and 11 civilians.
Lau nearly lost his right leg
at the hip, but doctors managed to save it. A piece of
shrapnel nicked Rosebrock’s
femoral artery and he almost
died.
In many ways, the wars in
Afghanistan, Iraq and Vietnam are the same for those
who fought in them, said Lau,
who’s also set to retire. Those
who survive, he added, face
the same gut-wrenching questions, such as “Why did I make
it home?”
“It’s deep. It’s hard to put
into words,” he said. “Even
though their war was 40
years before ours, to sit and
talk to them, it’s like talking
to a guy who just fought in
Afghanistan.”
Despite his own traumatic
experience,
Rosebrock

said he’d gained a deeper appreciation for the rigors that
American combat troops faced
in Vietnam.
“It gave me a unique perspective of what these guys
fought in,” he said. “Because
I’m trying to get up a hill on my
bike, and scouring for shade
for a second, and I look across
into this thick brush, and I
thought, ‘How did these guys
fight in this?’ ”
John O’Connell was the only
Vietnam veteran to make the
ride. He served as a Marine
Corps infantry lieutenant
along the demilitarized zone
during the bloody year of 1969.
He’d never planned to return
to Vietnam, but after working
with today’s younger veterans, he eventually changed his
mind.
O’Connell taught Baer and
Monreal how to surf a few
years ago in California. Now
they, along with Lau and
Rosebrock, have helped him
achieve the closure that had
eluded him for decades.
“I didn’t know what I was going to face here,” said O’Connell,
67, a retired Los Angeles Police
Department captain who lives
in Shell Beach, Calif. “There
were so many bad memories.”
The cyclists passed through
some of the places where
O’Connell had fought. He remembered being with his
Marines: the ones he lost, the
ones who are still alive, all of
whom he still loves.
“Once we got out to Khe Sanh,
it really hit me,” O’Connell said.
“I yelled out, ‘My God, I’m back
home again.’ “When we got to
the Rockpile,” he added — a
mountain that U.S. troops had
used as an artillery and observation post — “I actually felt a
shot of joy in my heart.”
O’Connell led a prayer near
a spot where some of his men
were killed 45 years ago.
“It was like a final farewell,”
he said, tears welling in his eyes.
“I’m going away grateful for
having come back to Vietnam,
and I am grateful for having
come back with guys like these.”

PIES

ORIOLES

“We strive to make people
aware of how prominent domestic violence is, especially
in a college town,” Mason said.
“One in four women suffer from
domestic violence in the U.S.
but the statistics in a college
town are one in three, which is
a significantly bigger statistic.”
At the end of each semester,
Alpha Chi Omega presents a
check to Branches to provide
them with added funds so the
shelter can provide needed
items and services.
“After we have fundraised,
we organize a meeting with
Branches where we present them with a lump sum of
money that we have collected,”
Mason said.
In addition to the upcoming
fundraiser, Alpha Chi Omega
has collected towels and blankets to supply the women and
children at the shelter with
common items.
“Although the blanket and
towel drive has nothing to do
with the pizza fundraiser, we
would love to encourage people to bring them,” Mason said.
“We are always collecting items
that the people at the shelter
would need and we appreciate
as much help as we can get.”
Morgan M. Switzer can be
contacted at switzer12@
marshall.edu.

A sacrifice fly by Holt and an
RBI double by Pedroia cut the
Orioles lead to 6-3 and have
everyone at Fenway Park looking for a repeat.
After Ryan Webb struck
out the side in the sixth, lefthander Zach Britton allowed
a solo homer to David Ross in
the seventh.
Ryan Flaherty gave the Orioles an insurance run in the
eighth with a two-out RBI

Continued from Page 1

WEATHER

Continued from Page 1
Wednesday will be sunny
with a high near 65 degrees.
Winds are expected to be
northwest with winds between
8 and 11 mph, with possible
gusts up to 25 mph. Temperatures may reach a low near 41
degrees.
Thursday is expected to
be mostly sunny with a high
near 77 degrees. Showers are
expected at night with a 30 percent chance of precipitation.
Nighttime temperatures are
expected to reach a low near
57 degrees.
Showers are expected Friday with a 50 percent chance
of precipitation and temperatures reaching a high near 79
degrees. Night skies will be
mostly cloudy with temperatures reaching potential lows
around 55 degrees.
Saturday is expected to be
mostly sunny with a high near
69 degrees. Night skies are expected to be partly cloudy with
a high near 67 degrees.
Megan Osborne can be
contacted at osborne115@
marshall.edu.
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THOMPSON

Continued from Page 3
to see that and see you for
who you are,” Thompson
said.” if its something you really want then you need to
work hard at it cause its not
easy at all.”
Thompson has had to travel
back and forth between Baltimore and Huntington to
participate in meetings as
well as calendar shoots.
The team begins practices
and holding camps in June

LITERACY

Continued from Page 1
Along with her responsibilities as director, Warder trains
the tutors and is also a tutor
herself. She is currently tutoring three adults, but said
typically each tutor only has
one adult learner.
To help support and manage
the TSLC, there is a 20-member board of directors. The
current president of the board
is Jane Kopp, wife of Marshall
University President Stephen
J. Kopp. She has been president for the past two years.
“This is really my passion,” Jane Kopp said. “Before
moving here we lived in the
Chicago area for 30 years, and
I was really upset by the level
of literacy, which is also similar to Huntington’s. So when
we moved here I really wanted
to do something to help and
get involved.”
Jane Kopp has been involved
with the TSLC for several
years, and in that time she has
tutored five adult learners.

including the Lil Ravens Summer Camp where kids can do
activities with the cheerleaders such as arts and crafts,
individual cheerleading instructions, personal pictures
and autographs with the
cheerleaders.
The cheerleaders will dance
in their first game Thursday,
August 7 at M&T Stadium
against the San Francisco
49ers in Baltimore, Md.
Sarah Conners can be
contacted at conners2@
marshall.edu.

This year she is working with
a woman who is learning English as her second language.
“It’s a struggle to keep students committed,” Jane Kopp
said. “Several of our learners
are in their 50s or 60s and
were pushed to the wayside in
their classes when they were
a child because they had difficulty learning. And once that
child reaches the third grade it
is hard for them to keep up, especially when they are special
needs.”
Typically, adult learners
meet with their tutors once a
week and do so until all their
goals are met or they feel they
are ready to move on. Warder
said some students only stay
with the TSLC for about nine
months while others stay for
years.
The TSLC is located on the
third floor of the Cabell County
Public Library in Huntington
and is open during regular library hours.
Josephine Mendez can
be contacted at mendez9@
marshall.edu.

Continued from Page 2
government
complained
that one attack hit a wedding
party in December and killed a
dozen civilians.
The Yemen Embassy in
Washington said the country’s
U.S.-trained counterterrorism
unit had executed a successful
raid Sunday night that targeted al-Qaida operatives on a
road in Shabwa, a restive province once held by the militants.
“The operation delivers a
strong message to the criminal and terror operatives that
the armed forces and security
personnel are ready to foil and
thwart terrorist acts in any time
and place,” President Abdu Rabu
Mansour Hadi said, according to
the embassy statement.

Continued from Page 2
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Continued from Page 3

single to center, but that cushion quickly went away when
right-hander Darren O’Day
yielded a leadoff homer to Napoli in the bottom half of the
inning.
The Red Sox ran themselves
out of the inning in the eighth
with two on and one out. Lefthander Brian Matusz struck
out left-handed pinch-hitter
Jonathan Herrera and then
immediately caught Xander
Bogaerts in a rundown between second and third with
Daniel Nava already at second.

YEMEN

INTELLIGENCE

Wounded Afghanistan and Iraq war veterans Gabe Monreal (left) and
Yancy Baer (right) bicycle through central Vietnam as part of a recent sixday, 320-mile trip to raise money for Vietnam veterans who want to return
for the first time since the war, but cannot afford to make the trip.
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or abbreviated information to the public, from
bogus
and
exaggerated
information on whether
Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction to Clapper’s
misleading testimony to
Congress on the collection
of Americans’ private communications data.
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Humans of Huntington
By EMILY RICE | THE PARTHENON

A GLIMPSE INTO THE LIVES OF THE CITY'S STRANGERS

"I always expect the best out of people, which I guess is kind of a good trait,
because it makes me feel like the world is good." #HumansofHuntington

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL LINEUP UNVEILED
By STEVEN ZEITCHIK

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
A number of high-profile 2014 awards
hopefuls — and an eclectic group of Hollywood stars — will make their way to
the Cannes Film Festival this year, joining the annual parade of global auteurs.
Bennett Miller’s fact-based wrestling
tale “Foxcatcher,” David Cronenberg’s
inside-Hollywood story “Maps to the
Stars” and the Tommy Lee Jones frontier-drama “The Homesman” will all
world-premiere in the coveted competition section, while Ryan Gosling
directorial debut “Lost River” (formerly
titled “How to Catch a Monster”) will
debut in the Un Certain Regard section.
That means the list of celebs making

TODAY IN THE LIFE!

iTUNES TOP
10 SONGS

their way to the world’s most prestigious movie gathering next month
will include Steve Carell and Channing
Tatum (“Foxcatcher” ) Robert Pattinson and Mia Wasikowska (“Maps,”
with the former also appearing in
David Michod’s midnight selection
“The Rover”), Hilary Swank and Meryl
Streep (“Homesman”) and Christina
Hendricks and Eva Mendes (“River”).
They join Kristen Stewart and Chloe
Grace Moretz, who star in French auteur Olivier Assayas’ Europe-set actor
drama “Sils Maria” and Ryan Reynolds
and Rosario Dawson, who play in Aton
Egoyan’s new thriller “The Captive,”
both in competition.
Kicking off this year on May 14 with

1. "Happy (From 'Despicable Me 2')"
by Pharrell Williams
2. "All of Me" by John Legend
3. "Midnight" by Coldplay
4. "Let It Go" by Idina Menzel
5. "Turn Down for What"
by DJ Snake & Lil Jon
6. "The Man" by Aloe Blacc
7. "Dark Horse (feat. Juicy J)"
by Katy Perry
8. "Play it Again" by Luke Bryan
9. "Sing" by Ed Sheeran
10. "Talk Dirty (feat. 2 Chainz)"
by Jason Derulo

Nicole Kidman’s Grace Kelly film “Grace
of Monaco” directed by Olivier Dahan,
the Cannes Film Festival is both a bellwether for the state of U.S. and global
cinema and a key launching pad for
movies with Oscar and other ambitions, layering a veneer of credibility
on — and a bright target on the back of
— pretty much any film that premieres
there.
In past years Cannes has been an
invaluable tool for awards campaigns,
boosting movies such as “Nebraska”
and “Blue is the Warmest Color” last
year and vaulting “The Artist” all the
way to the Oscar best-picture podium
three years ago.
This year, “Foxcatcher,” “Homesman,”

“River” and “Grace of Monaco” will all
look to establish themselves as awards
contenders, with “Foxcatcher,” “Monaco” and “River” set for release from
Sony Pictures Classics, Weinstein Co.
and Warner Bros., respectively, and
“Homesman” the wild card seeking
distribution and a head of steam coming out of the festival.
This year’s festival also marks the
return to competition of French icon
Jean-Luc Godard, who will debut the
3-D (!) picture “Goodbye to Language.”
Godard joins the usually robust list
of French or French-language films,
which also includes “The Search,” the
follow up from “The Artist” director Michel Hazavanicius, and Belgian

Bros. the Dardennes’ “Two Days, One
Night” starring Marion Cotillard.
Other notable global entries in competition include the three-hour epic
from Turkish helmer Nuri Bilge Ceylan, “Winter Sleep,” the Russian Cannes
returnee Andres Zvayagintsev’s “Leviathan” and Mauritanian director
Abderrahmane Sissako’s “Timbuktu,”
one of several African entries in the official selection. (The competition jury
will be led by Australian filmmaker
Jane Campion; the remaining members will be announced next week.)
Other longtime English-language
Cannes mainstays making the competition cut include Mike Leigh,
premiering his art biopic “Mr. Turner”
that stars Timothy Spall as JMW
Turner, and Ken Loach, whose new
movie “Jimmy Hall” centers on a 1930s
Irish activist.

iTUNES TOP
10 ALBUMS

1. "Frozen (Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack)" by Various Artists
2. "Crash My Party" by Luke Bryan
3. "Pure Heroine" by Lorde
4. "She Looks So Perfect — EP"
by 5 Seconds of Summer
5. "Love In the Future"
by John Legend
6. "The Secret" by Austin Mahone
7. "PRISM" by Katy Perry
8. "Shakira." by Shakira
9. "Rivers In the Wasteland"
by NEEDTOBREATHE
10. "Native" by OneRepublic
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'BILLBOARD'
MILESTONE
"The 2014 Billboard
Music Awards" named
its finalists for the fanchosen Milestone
Award. Carrie Underwood, Ellie Goulding
and OneRepublic will
compete for the honor,
announced during the
live broadcast of the
show May 18.
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